
Why	assessing	a	pitcher	off	of	spin	rate	alone	can	be	dangerous:	

	

Technology	plays	a	big	part	in	today’s	game	and	it	undoubtedly	has	taken	player	

development	to	a	new	level,	but	in	certain	situations	utilizing	this	tech	without	

thorough	comprehension	can	be	detrimental.		With	Rapsodo	being	one	of	the	most	

price	friendly	tech	products	on	the	market	a	variety	of	coaches	are	using	this	

product,	and	unfortunately	I	have	seen	many	misuses	of	this	information.	First	off	it	

is	necessary	to	understand	what	exactly	Rapsodo	is	measuring	after	all	when	seeing	

the	price	difference	between	Rapsodo	and	Trackman	you	have	to	suspect	some	sort	

of	difference	correct?	

	

Rapsodo	measures	what	is	called	short	form	movement,	meaning	Rapsodo	is	basing	

movement	off	of	projection	not	actual	ball	flight	tracking.	Baseball	Prospectus	wrote	

a	great	article	a	few	years	ago	highlighting	differences	between	long	and	short	form	

movement	that	can	be	found	here:	

(https://www.baseballprospectus.com/news/article/36603/pitching-backward-case-long-form-movement/) 

Essentially Rapsodo devices are gathering data out of the hand, reading spin axis, RPM’s, 

spin efficiency, while also assessing release height and horizontal offset. As the ball is 

registered at release, Rapsodo then projects movement based on an algorithm that is 

utilized from movement out of the hand; however, this is problematic, as the device has 

no recollection of seam orientation (basically assuming a cue ball). To elaborate, airflow 

forces such as turbulent or laminar that can kill or enhance magnus force while creating 

very aggressive late movement on a pitch cannot be registered as long form movement is 

not being tracked. In addition, no matter how spin efficiency registers seam orientation 

will have a drastic impact on how the efficiency plays. For example, I am a sinker baller, 

and throw this pitch at 100% efficiency that projects a vertical number of about 8 on 

Rapsodo, yet with trackman information I know I average around 0 inches vertically.  



Here is some trackman information of mine cut to pfx_x/pfx_z (40 feet) with Trackman: 

 

 

 

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

To iterate the necessity for a more elaborate look at ball flight let’s highlight a few 

example below to assess some thinking: I by no means think Bauer units is a terrible 

concept, but it really should not be means of an evaluation tool, especially at higher 

levels. Comparisons for secondary offerings and where various spin axis elements (gyro, 

side, top) spin are desired will be held for later blog post as the complexity of digesting 

fastball diagnoses should be enough for now. With the emphasis of fastball categorization 

(sink/GB’s vs. carry/swings-misses) I will only use fastball examples for this post. (By 

the way sinker means depth which coincides with late barrel adjustment and groundballs, 

carry means “hop” or “life” where the pitcher beats bats frequently especially up in the 

zone for swings and misses) I also want to preface this by saying recent Driveline articles 

or any of their pitch design staff would be certain to illustrate the differences here and the 

density of pitch design/ball flight physics.  

 

 

 

 

 

 



Example Pitcher A: 

“On average he throws it 92.9 MPH and topping out at 96.6 MPH. He will typically have 

15.3 revolutions (2291 RPM) from hand to the plate” – Baseball Savant 

 

Bauer Unit calculation = Spin Rate (RPM) / Velocity (MPH)  

 

Average Bauer Unit = 24 

 

Pitcher A = 24.6  

 

In this scenario you would anticipate that pitcher A’s fastball would be “average”, or very 

close to the norm. Not an outlier either up or down so he is not a sink or carry pitcher.  

Well come to find out Pitcher A listed above actually has the best vertical carry fastball in 

all of Major League Baseball, utilizing vertical movement (in) vs. average and thus % 

rise vs. average.  

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 



The pitcher indicated above was Colin Poche. Also, as a tip of the cap to my organization 

I would like to indicate that of the top 6 pitchers in regards to vertical movement vs. 

average, 4 of them have ties to the Tampa Bay Rays. As a side note, and partially thanks 

to Baseball Savant mislabeling some sinkers as four seams I’d like to highlight one of my 

guys Matt Bowman for heaving the least vertical movement vs. average (just means it’s a 

lot of sink for a four seamer) 

 

For another example I would like to use I will pull up some bullpen data that a friend of 

mine sent me that was recorded via Trackman, we will consider him Example Pitcher B, I 

will cut his data so only the spin rate and velocity are present.  

 

 

 

Sorry for the crappy quality as he sent me picture of his data via his iPhone 4, or at least 

that’s how it appears. Anyhow in this bullpen session from Spring Training (performed at 

a submaximal level) he averaged 83.4 MPH with an average spin rate of 2060 RPM’s. 

So, our Bauer calculation puts us at: 



 

Average Bauer Unit = 24 

 

Pitcher B = 24.7  

 

So again we face the same predicament as indicated with Pitcher A, whom had the best 

fastball in the big leagues. There is no way we can defeat “spin rate” again, ha. Again I 

want to iterate new advancements in technology are good but we need to understand 

more. Sorry to break all of those spin rate assessors without other important information 

as this pitcher has way above average vertical carry. Which coincidentally led to him 

being named Florida State League pitcher of the year while dominating with extremely 

high fastball usage.  

 

I also want to illustrate the fact that both of these guys do throw from a high “C” posture 

meaning their axis are both oriented close to 12 o’clock. Which again we see the need to 

assess full ball flight and understand how axis, efficiency, raw RPM’s, seam orientation 

all play into full length ball flight so we can better guide pitcher’s developments. This is 

not evens scratching the surface of looking at release heights/angles and trying to 

reevaluate hitter expectations are various throwing postures, but the point of this blog is 

to highlight the importance of diving beyond superficial data. The complexity of these 

metrics that all play a role in ball flight must be understood within each other while 

understanding data that results accordingly from long form movement data (Trackman). 

Moving forward I hope coaches/players throughout dive into their data just a little bit 

more to ask questions and seek additional answers to fully optimize their development.  

 

Credits to Baseball Savant and Brooks Baseball for various data referenced here 

 

 

 

 


